Milan, 25 November 2016

UNIPOLSAI ALONGSIDE BANCO ALIMENTARE
FOR THE 20TH NATIONAL FOOD COLLECTION DAY
For the tenth consecutive year, UnipolSai Assicurazioni will be alongside Fondazione Banco
Alimentare Onlus for the National Food Collection Day, with the twentieth edition
programmed for Saturday 26 November.
Last year no less than 8,990 tonnes of food were collected and each year the challenge is
launched to donate even more. The 135,000 volunteers who tomorrow will be present in over
11,000 supermarkets across Italy strongly believe in the initiative. Their request is always the
same: to donate long-life food to be distributed to over 8,000 charitable organisations that in
Italy help nearly 2 million poor people.
Not only a gesture of generosity towards all of those who today, across the country, are
unable to meet the minimum costs of food, but also a strong signal by UnipolSai which once
again confirms its commitment to the social sphere in line with the social responsibility
actions of the Group. Actions that have always aimed to promote the health and wellbeing of
people, resulting in support for initiatives such as the National Food Collection Day, which
enhance the life of each individual and the community as a whole.
“Do not look away or turn your back to avoid seeing the many forms of poverty that ask for
mercy. […] you express one of the most beautiful desires of the human heart, and make
those who suffer feel loved.”
(Speech by Pope Francis to the participants of the Jubilee of the operators of mercy, 3 September 2016, Piazza San Pietro)
With its Corporate Sponsorship Program, UnipolSai Assicurazioni and the Unipol Group wish
to always remain close to people and the community, supporting projects that embrace art,
culture, sport, the environment, entertainment, scientific research and social utility, such as in
the case of the important event tomorrow.
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UnipolSai Assicurazioni S.p.A.
UnipolSai Assicurazioni S.p.A. is the insurance company of the Unipol Group, Italian leader in Non-Life Business, in particular in
vehicle liability insurance. Also active in Life Business, UnipolSai has a portfolio of over 10 million customers and holds a
leading position in the national ranking of insurance groups with a direct income amounting to approximately €14bn, of which
€7.3bn in Non-Life Business and €6.7bn in Life Business (2015 figures). The company currently operates through 5 divisions
(Unipol, La Fondiaria, Sai, Nuova MAA and La Previdente) and has the largest agency network in Italy, with more than 3,500
agencies and 6,000 sub-agencies spread across the country. UnipolSai Assicurazioni is a subsidiary of Unipol Gruppo
Finanziario S.p.A. and, like the latter, is listed on the Italian Stock Exchange, being one of the most highly capitalized securities.

